Flip Flap Mini Album
Featuring the NEW CTMH Cut-Apart
Picture My Life
Pocket Scrapbooking Cards
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Pg 1 & 2 with 3x4 FF adhered horizontally on top of pg 2
Pg 1 & 2 with 3x4 FF open
Pg 3 & 4 with 3x4 FF adhered vertically on top of pg 3
Pg 3 & 4 with 3x4 FF open - embellished with Complements
Pg 5 & 6 with 3x4 FF adhered vertically on top of pg 5

Pg 5 & 6 with 3x4 FF open

Pg 7 & 8 add a FF if you wish - vertically on top of pg 8 to cover the photo

Pg 9 & 10 with 3x4 FF adhered horizontally on top of pg 9

Pg 9 & 10 with 3x4 FF
Benefits of this project: It can be done with any of our NEW paper packs - Great way to introduce scrapbooking to your cardmakers - Teach them a different way to use the cut apart PML cards. - Great specialty class as an additional offering at a crop or customer appreciation event. - Upsell Flip Flaps! - add different sizes - you can add all sorts of embellishments - teach techniques by creating your own PML style cards - introduce Cricut cuts. - can be made with just a few or lots of pages to control expenses if you make a kit – OR have your customers pre purchase

1 full paper pack $9.95, Complements $6.95, 2 sizes of flip flaps $3.95 each, Puffies $3.95, Liquid Glass $6.95

Total sale - $35.70!